- Join a vibrant, rigorous and interdisciplinary program in Data Science, the first of its kind.

- Be part of the Center for Data Science (CDS), one of the country's first and leading Data Science research and training institutes.

- Work with highly-active, world-renowned expert faculty that lead today's data-driven discovery.

- Interact with 16 joint, 10 associated and over 50 affiliate faculty that straddle across computer science, mathematics, neuroscience, linguistics, politics, physics, biology, engineering and business.

- Work on tools and methods at the intersection between applied mathematics, computational statistics and machine learning, optimization and large scale computation, and several data-driven application areas.

- Be in the middle of a vibrant NYC start-up culture, bordering prominent high-tech and financial companies with multitudes of data science research opportunities.

CDS offers a generous and competitive fellowship package in addition to start-up funds.

FALL APPLICATION DEADLINE: DECEMBER 12, 2018 5pm EST

For more information or to apply now, visit: https://cds.nyu.edu/admissions/phd-requirements

Questions? Contact us at datascience-group@nyu.edu